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Language Focus

Section 1

Write the verbs in the past simple tense.

 wentLast year, Justin Winter (go) 1.0  to New York. He (think) 1.1  it would 

be the perfect place to set up his own business. After a few weeks, he (find) 1.2  a perfect 

location and everything (seem) 1.3  fine. Unfortunately, he soon experienced that the rent 

(be) 1.4  too expensive and, after six months, he (give) 1.5  it all up and 

came home.
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Language Focus

Section 2

Choose the correct form of the verbs.

Almost every Saturday, Alice and Peter 2.0 ( x  watch,  watches,  are watching,  were watching) old 

movies together. They 2.1 (  share,  are sharing,  have shared,  will share) this interest ever since they 

first met each other.

Today was no different. On their way home from work, while they 2.2 (  chat,  chatting,  were chatting, 

 will chat) about which Bond movie they 2.3 (  enjoys,  enjoying,  had enjoyed,  will enjoy) the most, 

they suddenly spotted Daniel Craig.

“Wow, what a surprise! Can’t wait for his next film! I am sure it 2.4 (  are,  was,  have been,  will be) 

even better than the last one,” Alice 2.5 (  predict,  predicted,  has predicted,  will predict).
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Language Focus

Section 3

Choose the right word.

There are more words than you will need.

No word may be used more than once.

3.0  At the last Olympics, officials (  measure,  measures,  measured,  measuring,  measurements, 

 measurer,  measurable) Mike Powell's long jump to be a new world record.

3.1  Whenever a bridge is built, precise (  measure,  measures,  measuring,  measurements, 

 measurer,  measurable) of the cables are required.

3.2  Since the law was introduced two years ago, it has had little (  measure,  measures,  measuring, 

 measurements,  measurer,  measurable) effect on crime rates.

3.3  After worrying about his finances, Daniel felt a small (  measure,  measures,  measuring, 

 measurements,  measurer,  measurable) of relief when he opened the email from the bank.
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Language Focus

Section 4

Choose the right word.

There are more words than you will need.

No word may be used more than once.

4.1  The English class was (  interrupt,  interrupts,  interrupting,  interrupted,  interruption, 

 interrupter) by a knock at the door.

4.2  Tracey kept (  interrupt,  interrupts,  interrupting,  interrupted,  interruption,  interrupter) again 

and again, breaking my concentration every time.

4.3  The final at Wimbledon continued after a long (  interrupt,  interrupts,  interrupting,  interrupted, 

 interruption,  interrupter) due to rain.
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Language Focus

Section 5

Choose the right word.

5.0 I t would be lovely to see you. Why don’t you (  drop by,  drop down,  drop on,  drop for) at the 

weekend?

5.1  She was very sad about the break-up, so I tried to (  cheer her in,  cheer her up,  cheer her over, 

 cheer her off).

5.2  We are very responsible about our rubbish. We (  dispose off it,  dispose in it,  dispose of it, 

 dispose for it) in the appropriate container.

5.3  We’re not friends any more. We (  fell in,  fell out,  fell over,  fell on) a long time ago.

5.4  It was a terrible suggestion. I (  decided to,  decided with,  decided for,  decided against) it.
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Language Focus

Section 6

Delete and replace the other ten mistakes with the correct words.
There is an example at the beginning of the text.

If you are doing this exercise on paper, delete and replace the mistakes as shown in the 
example.

 posting
Doing trick shots and post them on social media is becoming popular with many teenagers. James Wilson, 

a young Australian football player, has taken it to a higher level then most. You have properly seen him on 

Instagram, demonstrating his skills, in clips which have been shared countless times.

According to James, his skills come from his passion for playing the traditional 11-a-side game. “Since I 

was tree, I have always been kicking a ball, so the skills have come from that,” the 19-year-old said.  “As I 

got older, I began doing crazier things, I guess.”

This year, he claimed a Guinness World Record for juggling toilet paper with one foot 84 times in 30 

seconds. “There is nothing like being good to something,” James expresed humbly.

Some people still doesn’t get it and ask themself why a young man would waste time juggling things like 

toilet paper. For James Wilson, it is defiantly not a pointless pastime and peoples opinions hardly affect him.

Recently, James Wilson had his skills shown of by Real Madrid, the world’s biggest football club. “I think 

Real Madrid sharing my videos has to be the highlight so far. It’s just so cool.”

 If you are doing this exercise in PDF format, use the editable text field below to delete and 
replace the mistakes.
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The Big Apple

Your family has decided to travel to New York for a week in December.

You spend a week experiencing the sights, sounds and people of New York.

New
York

Write a travel blog (350-450 words) of your trip, which will be uploaded to the website Teen 
Travel Forum. Teen Travel Forum is dedicated to encouraging young people to travel and 
explore other countries.

Your blog must include the following points: 
• sights, sounds and experiences from your week in New York
• a meeting with a New Yorker
• the differences there are between Danish and American cultures
• your ideas as to what can be gained by travelling to other countries.

A travel blog is a personal account of a journey, usually written while the person is travelling. It 
can include stories and travel tips which focus on e.g. sights, shopping and activities. 
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